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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like North Korea’s 60th anniversary!

Wednesday, September 10, 2008

“The difference between left
wing anarchists and right wing
anarchists is that the left ones
throw ﬂowers at you and the right
wing shoots you.”
~Carl Dassbach

Tim Kotula is
Already Out of
Article Ideas
By Tim Kotula ~Daily Bull

Note: Tim Kotula, our current Editor-in-Chief, is training a replacement, John Earnest, so that he
can get the hell out of the Bull.
With luck John will continue to
dream big dreams for the Bull, and
maybe even realize one of them.
~Invincible

Why I was dumb enough
to take on the challenge of
writing even one article, I’ll
never know. I swear I wasn’t
drunk at the time, but maybe someone slipped something onto my pizza. Yeah,
that’s it.
So now I’m stuck writing a
single article this semester,
and I have no clue what to
write about. I came up with
the following list of appropriate topics.
-CS Majors Stink, LOL
-ASIA!
-An Analysis of the Gum Disease Known as…(wait for
it)…GINGIVITIS
...see Laziness on back

A New Beginning

By Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull

Well, the Daily Bull somehow managed
to survive another year, and here we
are yet again to entertain you through
your classes. How do we do it? I don’t
honestly know. We should be dead
and gone, having thrown in the towel
to our much more serious and successful cousin the Lode. But one way or
another we made it, and I’d like to think
it’s because of shining stars such as yours
truly, Nathan “Invincible” Miller.

come and beat me up.” Unfortunately,
you’re wrong.

What you should be thinking instead is,
“By golly, I’m not gonna let the skies go
dark! I should join the Daily Bull to add
another star to the sky. Forge my destiny!
Blaze a new path! It’ll be a new beginning for astrologers everywhere!” At
least that’s what I thought when I joined
on with the Bull, which is a completely
painless process just so long as you
Sure, there may have been other stars don’t come to our meetings packing
out there trying to save the day, but they heat or machetes. Unless you’re going
weren’t nearly as bright. We’ll call them to juggle them for us.
White Dwarfs (to be fair, none of them
are anything but Caucasian, so that works In fact, joining up with the Daily Bull
out quite nicely). I guess I’ll be a Super- is so effortless, I’ll even make for you
nova since I’m the brightest, except that instructions on what to do if you want
in my case I’m not going to explode to join. Here they are, in case you’re
or collapse into a black hole cause I’m confused.
Invincible and that’d be impossible.
1. Read the Daily Bull.
Now, let’s say that all of us Daily Bull 2. Think that it is funny.
members were thrown into the heavens 3. Believe that you, too, could write
to repopulate space. What you would interesting, thoughtful, or particularly
see would be very saddening, as there amusing articles like us – or possibly
would be maybe 20 specks of light. At better.
this point you may be thinking, “Gosh, 4. Get yourself over to Walker on
looks like I should go grab my Katamari Wednesday at 9:15 by any means posand start rolling up inanimate objects sible. Segways, rocket ships, stampedes
into stars, cause if I don’t the King of the of zoo animals, or in the stomach of
Cosmos and his tight pants are gonna
...see To Stardom! on back

Hooray, classes! Hooray, procrastinating!
Hooray, lunch!

Nathan Wonders: New Columns?
Brought to you by Nathan “Invincble” Miller

Well it’s about time, but I’ve finally finagled my way into my
very own weekly column, which
comes out almost
as often
as the rest of my
material
(or so it would
seem).
Not to disappoint, it will be
almost
exactly
like everything else
I write: completely true, unbiased,
and
jam-packed
with all the best
BS this side of the
Bermuda
Triangle.
But!
Straying from
the norm, I will attempt
to prove to you, the unbeknownst-to-the-truth-reader,
something that I’m almost certain you never thought about.
Especially simple things that

you thought could not possibly
have any other way of being, such
as
Swiss
cheese or various
parts
of
the human body.
Reader

be
warned
now: I am not
responsible for
your grades if you
cite my articles in
research papers.
While I may have
the perfect argument as to why
I’m right, there’s
always
some
stuck up scientist out
there with a perfect
argument as well, except
he’s got million dollar research
grants to help him be more right than
me. No fair. I bet he can’t wonder
as well as me though – ha! Get it on!

...To Stardom! from front

the Ski Free Monster are preferred
methods.
5. Arrive at our meeting in one piece
and able to at the very least tell us
your name before you proceed to
step 6.
6. Enjoy our free pizza, laugh at our
corny and original jokes, and most of
all, become a member of the most
hilarious and one of the farthest
reaching student organizations on
campus.
And because everything is better with
a lucky number of steps, #7 will be
that you can meet me! Nathan “Invincible” Miller. After all, what could
possibly be better than that? Actually
now that I think about it, a lot of things
are probably better than meeting me.
Such as meeting me and getting $5.
Now there’s a recruitment idea.
You think you have what it takes?
Come strut your stuff down with us
at the Daily Bull. Possibly get five
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dollars, if you’re lucky.
Remember, you don’t
necessarily have to write
articles to be a part of
the Bull. Some of the
best minds on the staff
list do just that – nothing at all! That could be
you! So hurry up, the
skies are waiting!

cally

does it take to change a light bulb?

Lim Engineering Major (GPA --> A: 10,000 – one to change the bulb
and 9,999 to riot and set the build0) = Business Major
ing on fire.
Q: How many MTU students
does it take to change a light Q: How many GVSU students does it
take to change a light bulb?
bulb?
A: None, we enjoy playing Halo A: One, but he or she gets six credits
3 in the dark
for it.

...Laziness from front

Q: How many UMich students Q: Why did Kurt Cobain never learn
does it take to change a light to drive a car?
bulb?
A: Because he preferred riding shotA: Four – one to change the gun.
bulb and three to brag about
how they did it just as well as Last Words of Kurt Cobain:
Friend: Dude, lets got get some
any Ivy Leaguer
beers and stuff from the store!
Q: How many MSU students Cobain: Sweet, I call shotgun!
Blam!

-Northern Chicks Have
STDs, HAHA
-Obscure Minorities We
Hate
-France
-Phil Ribero
-ASMTU Sucks
-Ms. Frizzle’s Hair
-Lode Grammar Blows,
LULZ
-A word I probably
shouldn’t print that
starts with “boo” and
ends with “Cock, eh?”
-I FOUND WALDO!
-Glen Mroz’s Stogie
Box
-Daily Bull Clichés – A
Love/Hate Relationship
I’ve come to the conclusion that
these topics are all old, worn-out,
and too familiar. You, the Bull audience, deserve better than that for
once (woah, not that much better! Let’s not get ahead of ourselves
here). So, as a tip of the cap to one
who shall be referred to only as
“Twitch Boy”, I present to you a list of
jokes. If it was good enough for him,
it’s good enough for me.
Three Irishmen walk out of a bar.

A: Wanna go bike riding?
Q: How do you get two piccolo
players to play in perfect unison?
A: Shoot one
Q: What’s the difference between a
dead squirrel on the highway and a
dead trombone player on the highway?
A: The squirrel will have skid marks in
front of it.

Q: How many kids with ADHD does You might be an engineer if you have
it take to screw in a lightbulb?
no life, and can prove it mathemati-

